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August 19, 2005
DOCKETED

USNRC

Annette L. Vietti-Cook, Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mrs. Vietti-Cook:

September 26, 2005 (2:32pm)

OFFICE OF SECRETARY
RULEMAKINGS AND

ADJUDICATIONS STAFF

Representatives of the Board of Directors of the Organization of Agreement
States (OAS) and the Board of Directors of the Conference of Radiation.Control
Program Directors, Inc. (CRCPD) met with you and three Commissioners on
August 16, 2005. At the public meeting a presentation of the OAS petition to
amend the "GL Rule" included the status of the Agreement States support for the
petition. This letter is an update of that status with the attachment of
documentation for each of the responding states.

Thirty Agreement States have responded. Three states did not respond-
Kentucky, Nevada, and North Carolina. Twenty-eight of thirty support the
petition (93.3 %). Two states did not support the petition-Illinois and Georgia.
Illinois wants to keep its more effective program without a change as required by
the current NRC Compatibility Category or as the petition, if adopted, would
require because that would increase cost and probably not be more effective.
Georgia does not want the increased cost of specific licensing.

The OAS Board appreciates the opportunity for direct communication and
the clarity of understanding among us that results from these meetings. We look
forward to working with you and your staff on the resolution of concerns from
OAS and the NRC regarding the GL Rule. Again, thank you from your partners in
radiation protection.

Sincerely,

teven C. Collins, Director
Rulemaking and Compatibility Committee
Organization of Agreement States

Enclosures: as

cc: Alice Rogers, Secretary, OAS
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

Comment- on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

OwnhRld of Agreement States

The NuclerRcgulatory Commission (NRC)mrevised 10C lRPartS 30.31 and 32, effective February 16,2001,to add newrequirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. Tc combined changes wuc called the GLI ile. As part ofrthis
revision, the NRC established anew registwtion prognam for GJL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(cXl 3) that was ba.sed on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Grvup. In
nddition. thcNRC changodthc compatibility category for 10CFR31.5 from"D"to "B" and for 10CFR 31.6 from"C"to"B'".

The Orgizastion of Agrcscmnt Statcs (OAS), on behalf of its mcmbers and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition tothe
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen thc
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that arc cutrently available under the
general license in 10 CUR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreemient
States the ability to track tbe movement, uning reciprocity, of companics and indiiduals that service these highr-activity devices,

For many yearxs, mutipic Agreemcnt States have required more stringent regulation of GL deviccs ftn theNRC. As early as 1963, states
bcgan to cstablish additional regulatory reqiremcnts.,tangng from specific licensingto registration ofalGL devices, toaddrcssproblem
areas in their statos. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 reviscd portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for highcr activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agrerneent States wlio did not have a GL device registration program, the GL ruic was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who alrcady have a registration program or require a specific license for GL device- the GL rule is a major step
backwurd. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility '3" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
Tegulatory prgams and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sOurces.

The Agremenit States have regulatory authority over nearly 80)% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement Sta es to assure adequate radiation saFety under these licenses. T`e mcmbership of the OAS has exprcsscd profound concem
regarding regulations or rulemakinlgs that ~would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that ic requested changes in tbc petition arc necessary to enbancc security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement State4 the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers,

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a daft proposed nilc"0CFR Parts .0,31, 32 and 150 recently publisIed
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 1 0 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and usc some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 gencral license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, thcse transfers have been madc to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fcs. Since this nlc and the OAS pctition offer a differentvisionof changes nceded to 10 CR 31.5, the QOAS reqicsts thatthe NRC.
suspcnd their proposed =vision of 1 0 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulernaking to determine if the
petition ofers a better altenativc,

It is the desirc of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for aho development and implementation of uniform imd
consistent regulations that promote public health and sfety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closclywith the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license deviwc regulation'.

By my sigatr below I indicate mry nagreentwithftcOAS petitionrcgarding theNRC's Generally Licensed Devicerule. InadditionrI
request thatthe NuclcarRegulatory Commi.ssion suspendthe proposed revisionof 10CER31.5,asdetailc inthe draftproposed rulc "10
CFR Parts 30.31,32 and 150"announecd onMay 31,2005, until thc Commnissonhasevaluated the OAS petition to deterinecifitoffersa
more desirable alternative.

Name and Position State

Please forward the completed loom no later than July 31, 2005 to Stcve Collins, Illinois Emcrgency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, SprWnfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE, MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

-Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150"

Orpni'don of Alrocment Snres

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001 , to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the CL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agrccmcnt Statc Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 fromr "D"to GB" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a pctition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific liccnse for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.. In addition, the petition requests achange in the compatibility of to CFR31.6 to allowAgrecmcnt
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companics and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration ofall GL devices, to address problem
areas In their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity Sources In GL devices For the
NRC and AgreemenL States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agrccment States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major stcp
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility '"B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to Improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It Is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership ofthe OAS has expressed praorund concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of trucking the movement orGL device service providers.

In addition, theNRC has requested Agreement State cornmrent on adraft proposed rule '10 CFR Parts30,31,32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. 'In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to posscss and usc sonic devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fccs. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision or changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 Cift 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better altcrnativc.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and Implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licenscd Device rule' In addition. I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed'rule "i 0
CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 1 50- announced on May 31, 2005, untdI the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a
more desirable alternative.

Name and osition - State

Please forward the completed form no laterthan July31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinols 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.'

TOTAL P.01



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS) y

PETITION FOR RULE MAKING At is
Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 FIECEIAED

A And z, Radiation
S Comment on Draft Proposed Rule safety,

rgn ofAgreemen S"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Org'anition of Agreement States

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In' addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs' and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance'security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State commenton a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and -

consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request thattheNuclearRegulatoryCommission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR31.5, as detailed in the dmft proposed rule "10
CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150"announced on May 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition'to determine if it offers a
m desirable alternative. -

- S4E-
ame and Positi n . State

Pleas rward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

A eAnd
, JComment on Draft Proposed Rule

"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Oranhation of Agreement States

The NuclearRegulatory Commrission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to addncwrequirements for
nanufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices, The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this

revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a Joint NRC-Agrecment State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CER 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31,6 from "C' to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific licenic for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of OL devices than the NRC.. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL'devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in OL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GD. device registration program the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agicerment States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backivard. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to Improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Aigrement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agicrmint States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requestcd AgreementState comment onadraftproposedrule "10 CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150 recentypublished
on the Technical Conference Fornim. In this'draft rule, -the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer theirauthorizationto possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR31.5 general license to the authority providedby
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for nilnicking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the QAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of unifonn and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, 1
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150" nouncedonMay31, 2005, until the Comnmissionhas evaluated the OAS petition to determine ifit offers a
more desirable alternative.

Name and Pa ition Educe, -coatJ2t, 'r4," 6' (vl ge, tate

lease forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emerrgency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)

co iPETITION FOR RULE MAKING
Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

' And
Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
m"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Organ reernent

TheNuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add newrequirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commissiondecisiorito broadly apply compatibility."B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakiigs that would discontinue longstanding p6grams and accept diminished accountability: The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition ar necessary to enhance secuotfyand accountability ofGL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, theNRC has requestedAgreementState commentonadraftproposedrule"10 CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authorityprovided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations thatpromote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license'device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend theproposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30,31,-32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a
moredesirablealternative. -' :

at .; .'- State

Please foi drd the complete orm no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Managemnent Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 OuterPark Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



FLORIDA

Bill Passetti of Florida spoke with Steve Collins and indicated that he preferred
-that his request/petition regarding change of compatibility for 10 CFR 31.5;
however, if the NRC did not grant his request, then he supports the OAS GL
Petition in order to ensure better accountability and control of these radioactive
materials and devices.

. .. I . . .. - .. .. . . . .. .



GEORGIA

Georgia believes that specifically licensing all the registered GL
persons/sources/devices is too expensive. They prefer the Florida request/petition
be granted.

.2
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

O <s2 Regarding 10 CIR 31.5 and 31.6

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150"

Ofpnzaatxn of Agri eenent States

The NuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32, effectiveFebsuary 16,2001, to add newrequirernents for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part ofthis
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 1 0 CFER 31 .5(c)(1 3) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from I'D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 1O CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revisc the compatibility designation of 10 CFR31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general licensein 10 CFR 31.5. In addition,the petitionrequests achange inthecompatibilityof 10 CFR31.6to allowAgreernent
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation ofGL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging fronm specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agrement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreernent States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believesthat the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of OL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, theNRC hasrequested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees totransfer theirauthorization to possess and use some devices underthe 10 CFR3I.5 general lCcense to the authorityprovided by
theirspecific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device regisiradon
fees. Since this iule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend theirproposedrevision of 10CF-R 31.5 unbil the Comrnission has evaluated the OAS petition forrulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and Implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health andsafety. The OAS requests thatthe Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's GenerallyLlcensed Device nule. In addition, I
request that the NuclearRegulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine ifitoffersa
more desirable alternative.

Nameland Pou1tion State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Ulinols Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park- Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.

*1



IEMA
Illinois Emergency Management Agency

Division of Nuclear Safety

Rod R. Blagojevich, Governor

William C. Burke, Director

TO: Steve Collins, Director, OAS Rulemaking and Compatibility
Committee

FROM: . Paul Eastvold, Chief, Bureau of Radiation Safety

DATE: July 28, 2005

SUBJECT: OAS GL Petion '

We believe Illinois ha's an 'excellent system for'regulating and tracking GLs
and do not believe.w'e need to sjecifically licens'e GLs which will create more
work for no real incre'ased benefit. Instead,' thie'NRC needs' to reverse the
compatibility determniation a s requested'by Florda
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And

* SComment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150"

Organizatin of Agreement Sutes

The Nuclcar Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 ind 32, effectiveFebruavy 16, 2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users ofgenerally licensed (CL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. Aspartofthis
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for CL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CPR 31.5(c)(1 3) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Workiog Group. In
addition, thc NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "Y' to "B" and for 10 CPR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of Its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that arc currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6to allow Agrccment
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many ycars, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation ofGL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration afall GiL devices. to address problem
areas in their states.. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, Including a registration program for higher activity sources In GL devices. For the
NRC and Agrcement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL role was a step forward. However, for those
Agrcenint States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to canccl long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agiieie'nt States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees'nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
AgreenmentStates to assure adequate radiation safety'underthese licenses. The membership ofthe OAS has expresscd profound concern
regarding "regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding prograns and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the pctition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFRParts 30,31, 32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conferencc Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authori7zation to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this ruile and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of l OCFR 31.5 until the Cornmission has evaluated the OAS petition fr rulemaking to detenmine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that pronote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Cormmission work closely wit the stalkeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement withithe OAS petion regarding theNRC'a GenerallyLicensed Device rule. In addition, 1.
request thattheNuclcarRegulatory Commissionsuspend thcproposedrcvisionof 10 CFR31.5,2asdetailcd in thedraftproposedrule"lO
CFRParts 30,31,32 and l50" announced onMay 31.2005, until the commission has evaluated the OAS petition to detennine if itoffers a

, more desirable alternative.

f~i;S Sfts%(
Nameanb n _ k~'~ State

Please forward the complctcd fomn no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328..
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAIING

Regarding 10 CFR31.5 and 31.6
And

- S Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150"

Organhrltlon of Agreemenc Stater

ThcNuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) rvised 10 CFRParts 3D, 31.and32,effectiveFebruary 16,2001, toaddrnewwrequiremcntts for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (OL) devices. The combined changes were callcd the CL rule. As part of this
revision, the C established a new registration program for GL devices (containing ecrtain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 3 1.5(c)(13) tihat was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreemnent Statc Working Group. In
addition, theN]~RC changed thc compatibility category for 10 CFR 31,5 from "I)" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C"to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on bchilf ofits members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amicrid 10 CFR 31.5 and tevise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
genera] license in 1D CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of I0 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity. of companies and Individuals that servicc these bigher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreemcnt States have required more stringent regulation of GL dcvices than thetNRC As early as 1963, states
began to establisb additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensingto registration of all GOL devices; to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GLdevices, including a registration program for higher activity sourcesin GL devices. For thc
NRC and Agreemcnt States who did not havc a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. Howcver. for those
AgrccrnentStates swho already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. ,he Conmislsion decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
rcgulatory 'pgrams and activities that have hclped to improve device accountabilit and reduce the frequency of lost sourccs.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assurc adequa;c radiation safety tinder these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding egfulations or rulernakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes thait the requested change,. in the petition are necessary to cnhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agrcementiitates the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device servicc providers.

In addition.the NRC has requcsted Agreement State enmmenton a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC 7s proposing to rcvise 10 CFR 31.5 to address thc tendency of specific
liccnsees to transfer their authorizat:on to posst9ss and use'sorne devices under the l CFR 31.5 gencral licensc to the authority provided by
their ipecific license. According to theNRC, 1liesd transfers have been made to -avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS netition offler a diffcrent vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of :.o CFR 31.5 until the Commission has cvaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offcrs' a bettcr alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agrement State partncrship for the development and implemcntation of uniform and
consi.stentrcgulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem otgeneral license devicc regulation.

By my signature below. I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding theNRC's Generally Licensed Deviccrule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend thc proposced revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed In the draft proposed rule "10.
CFR Parts 30, 31,32 and 150" annocneed on May3l, 2005. until the Commission has evaluatedtheOAS petition to determineif it offcrs a
more desirable alternative.

Nsme and Position State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outcr Park Trive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1325.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS) p,^ ,
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING . i

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

S Comment on Draft Proposed Rule Wb I
-"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Organization of Agreement Smtes

TheNuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001,to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Work-ing Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR31.6to allowAgreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging'from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those.
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state

. regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membershi ' of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakifigs that would discontinue Iongistandini programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition'are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, theNRC has requested Agreement State commenton a draftproposed rule"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a-different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

' By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with'the OAS petition regarding theNRC's'Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission stispend the proposed reVisiin-of 10 CFR31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFRParts 30,3i,32 and 150I"aninounc'd onMay 31,'2005, until the Commission has evaluatedihe oAS petiiiont determine if it offers a

onore-desirableialternative. *

a £and Psition ' ''" State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31,'2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS) -

PETITION FOR RULE MAKING
Rcgarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
4"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Organiavin ofAgreement States

TheNuiclearRegulatoryCominission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32,effictlvefebriary 16,2001,toaddnew requirementsfor
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licenscd (GL) dcvices. The combined changes were called thc GL nile. As part of this
revision, thc NRC established anew registration program for GLdevices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in I0 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changcdthc compatibility category for 10 CUTF31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on bchalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submittcd a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 C1R 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 1 0 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strcngthcn the
regulation of radioactive materials by requirlig a specific license for higher-activity dcviccs that are currently available under the
gieocral license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change In the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
Stites the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companics and individuals that service these higher-activity dcvices.

Formany years, multiple Agreement Stares have required more stringent regulation of GL dcviccs than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all CL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated abovc, thc NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CElR 30. 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL dcviccs, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For thle
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL devicc registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agriemeht States who already have a registration program or require a spccific license for CL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward.-*The Commissionrdecisionto broadlyapplycompatibility "B"to 10 CFR31.5 and31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory. programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frcquency of lost sources.

The Agreement StaCes have regulaotry authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct liccnsccs nationwide. It is Incurnbent upon the
Agreement Statcs to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has cxpressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulcmakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminishcd accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in thc petition are necessamy to enhanc security and accountability of CL devices, whilc providing
Agreemeuit States the flexibility oftracking the movement of GL dcvicc scrvicc providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested AgreementSlate conmenton a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forim. In this draft rule, the NRC Is proposing to revise 1 0 CFR 3 1.5 to address the tendency of specific
liccnscesto transfcr their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 C11R 31.5 &eneral license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfcrs hive been Made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since tguis rule amd the OAS petition offer a different vision of changcs nceded to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend theirproposed 'evisionofl10 CrR31. uitil tie Conimisslon has evaluated the OAS petition forrulemeaking to deterinie If the
petition offers a better alternative. '

it is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and impIcmentation. of uniform and
coaSistentregulations that promote public healti and safety. Tle OAS requests tbat the Commission work closcly with the stakehulders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device.regulation.

By ny signature below, I indicate my agreementwith the OAS petition regarding theNRC's Gcncrally LicensedDevicerule. In addition,T
requestihat the Nuclear Regulatory Commissiot suspend theproposed revisionoflO CFR 315, as dctailcd in the draft proposed nule "10
CMR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determline ifitoffers a
more desirable alternative. J

Name and Pgition e-Rs~t5jfO Stat

Please fionvard the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outcr Park Drive, Springfield, ltlinois 62704 or fax numbcr 217-782-1328.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)

PETITION FOR RULE MAKING
Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

0As And
Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"'10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Organization of Agreement States

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30, 31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31 .5(c)(1 3) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5, In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B"to 10 CFR 31,5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license, According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a
more desirable alternative.

Name and Position State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 C1R 31.5 and 31.6
And

A Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
-"10 CFRParts 30,31, 32 and 150"

Orgmnloadn of Agreemenr States

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effectiveFebruary 16, 2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (OL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, thcNRC established anewregistration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above aspecified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B"and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization ofAgreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of I0 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of G1L devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requircments, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GO devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 1O CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources In GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL. device registration' programn, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL, rule is a major step
backward. Th Commission decisionto broadly apply compatibility 4'B" to 10 CFR31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory pro'grams and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It Is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement Siates the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draftproposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CPR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Sinci this rule and the OAS petition offeradifferent vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5. the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 untilthe Commiussion has evaluated the OAS petition for nrlemakingto determine ifthe
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniformn and
consistent regulations thatpromote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Conminssion work closely with the stakeholders and
Agicement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in The draft proposed rule 'I 0
CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150a" announced on May 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine ifitoffErs a
more desirable alternative.

.9 V

eIaq and Positrone

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springficld, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CMl3. 31.5 6nd 31.6
Arid

A 6 Comment on Draft Proposed Rule

."10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Oirjan~ arArttmm Scatw

Th eNuclear Re gulatory C omm ission (NRC) revised 10 CFRPa rs 30,31 and 3 2, effective Februa ry 16 , 2001, to add newrequirements for

manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. Ile combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this

revision, the NRC established anew registration program for OL devic es (containing certainradionuclides with activities above a specified

amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreemen t State Working Group. In

addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "ID " to "B " and for 1 0 CFR 31.6 from 'C' to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the

NRC to ame nd 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CF R 31.6. Th e purpose of this petition is to strengthen the

regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that arc currently available under the

general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement

States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of G L devices than theNRC. As early as 1963, states

began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of tll G L devices, to address problem

areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for

manufacturers, distributors and users of CL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the

NRC and Agreement States who did not have a G L device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those

Agreement!States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for OL devices, the GL rule is a major step

backward. The C ommission decision to broadly apply compaibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the

Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern

regarding regulations or rulem akcings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS

believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing

Agreement 'States the flexibility oftracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, theNRC has requested Agreement State commenton~ adraft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recently published

on the Technical Conference Porum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific

licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices underthe 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by

their specific license. According to the NRC, these tansfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration

fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC

suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the

petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and Implementation of uniform and

consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and

Agree'ment States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petitionregarding theNRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I

request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR3 1.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10

CFRParts 30, 31, 32 and 150" announced onMay 31, 2005, until the Comnission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a

more desirable alternative.

Name and Poion State

Please forward the completed form no later than Ju631, 2005 to Steve'dollins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of

Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fox number 217-722-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

kRgarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150"Orz anfrnion datreumant Snxe,

.The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements formanufacturers. distributors and users of generally licensed (CL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of thisrevision, theNRC established a hew rcgistration program for CL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31 .5(c)(13) thal was bascd on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agrccmcnt State Working Group, In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category tbr,10 CFR 3 1.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B". ,

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to (lheNRC n amend I OCFR31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen theregulation of radiorctive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in I0 CFR 31.5. Tn addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allowAgreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that scrvic these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of aL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requircments, ranging from specific licensingto registration of all GLdevices, to address problemareas in their states. As indicated above, the'NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CPR 30, 31 and 32 to add ncev requirements formanufacturers. distributors and users of CL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For theNRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for thoseAgreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a mrajor step
backward. TeCommission decision to brondly apply compatibility "B"to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, stateregulatory progrmns and activities that have helped to Improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly R0% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon theAgreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under thcse licenses. T'he menibership of the OAS has oxpressed profound concern
regarding regulations or nilemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OASbelieves that the requested changes in the petition are neecsstry lo enhanmc sccurity and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of CL device service providers.

In addition, thelNRChas requested Agreement State commenton a drar proposed nile "[0 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Fonrum. In this draft role, the NRC is proposing to rcvisc 1O CFR 31.i to address the tendency of specificliccnsces to transfer their nuthorization to possess and usc some devices under the 10 CFR 315 general licenseto the authority provided bytheir specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers hatvc been made to void the co.st ofnw general license device registrationfees. Since this rule and the OAS patition offcr a diffcrent vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 3 1.5, the OAS requests that the NRCsuspend theirproposd revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Comiission has evaluated thc OAS pctition forrulenmlaing to determine ifthe
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an'NRC/Agrcemcnt State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform andconsistentregulations that promote public hcalth and safety. The OAS requests Lhat the Commission work closely with the stakeholders andAgreement States to achieve a resolurtion to the problem of general license device regulation.

By mysignaturebelow, l indicate my agreement with theOAS petition regadingtheNRC's GncrallyLcenscdDcviccrule. In addition,lrequestthattheNvuclearRegulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CPR31.5, as detailed inthedraftproposed rule '10CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150" Anounced oo May31, 2005, until Ihe Commission hasevaluated the AS petition to determine if itoffers a
more desirablc alternative.

Name and Position ;42 :e~t /J 14.. I- 'k State

Please forward the completed form no later thanJuly31,2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau ofRadiation Safccy, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Ihe. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And

S iComment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CER Pairts 30,31, 32 and 150"1

Orpnhadon of Agreemenc Stats

ThcNuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effectiveFebruary 16,2001, to add new rcquirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part ofthis
revision, the NRC established a now registration program for GL dcvices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recomnendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from I'D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-aclivity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agrecment
States the ability to track the moverment, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC In 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, Including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agrccmenr Statcs who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility DUB" to 10 CFR31.5 and 31.6 threatensTo cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountabilty and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding .regulations or rlemakiogs that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary. to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device-service providers.

Inaddition, theNRC has requested AgreementState comm enton a draftproposedrule "10 CFRParti30,31,32 and 150 recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Forun. In this draft rlde, the NRC Is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfcr their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to theNRC, these transfers have been m adc to avoid the cost of newgeneral license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revlskon of 10 CFR31.5 until the Comn ission has evaluated the O AS petition for rulemaking to determine If the
petition offers a better alterntive.-

It is the desire of the O AS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The O AS requests ttthe Cornrnsslon work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

Bynm y signature below, I indicate my agreementwith thO AS petitonregarding theNRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the NuclearRegulatory Comrnission suspend thoproposed revision 6f 10 CFR31.5, as detailed in the draftproposed rule "10
CFRParts 30,31,32 andI15"announcedonMay31,2005, untilthe Commission has evaluntedthcO AS petition todetermineifitoffersa
more desirable alternative..

State

ed form no3e312005 to S teve Collins, Illinois Emergency Managem ent Agency, Bureau or
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1329.



Collins, Steve

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Adela Salame-Alfie [asaO1@health.state.ny.us]
Friday, June 24, 2005 2:29 PM
Jared Thompson
alp~nyserda.org; Barbara Youngberg (E-mail; Clayton Bradt (E-mail; Steve Collins;
tkerrecrcpd.org; gmiskin~health.nyc.gov; Robert E. Dansereau; Stephen M. Gavitt
Re: GL Rule - Petition for Rulemaking

Jared,
The New York State Department of Health supports this petition for
rulemaking.

Adela Salame-Alfie, Ph.D.
Director, Bureau of Environmental Radiation Protection
New York State Department of Health
547 River Street, Room 530
Troy, NY 12180
AsaOl@health.state.ny.us
Phone: 518-402-7550
Fax: 518-402-7554

This emailand any files transmitted with it are confidential and
intended
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are

addressed. If you have received this email in error please notify the
system manager. This message contains confidential information

and is intend~ed only for
addressee you should not

e-mail.

the individual named. If you are not the named
disseminate, distribute or copy this

"Jared Thompson"

<jwthompson@Healt

hyArkansas.com>
To

06/23/2005 04:09
"Alyse

"Adela Salame-Alfie \(E-rnail"

<asaOl@health.state.ny.us>,

Peterson -- NYSERDA"

1
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And0 AS Comment on Draft Proposed Rule

"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Organization of Agreement States

TheNuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements formanufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of thisrevision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specifiedamount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that Nvas based on the earlier recommendations ofajoint NRC-Agreement State W orking Group. Inaddition, theNRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR31.6 from "C"to "B".
The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to theNRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen theregulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under thegeneral license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow AgreementStates the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

Formany years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than theNRC. As early as 1963, statesbegan to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problemareas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements formanufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For theNRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for thoseAgreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major stepbackward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, stateregulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationvide. It is incumbent upon theAgreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concernregarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OASbelieves that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.
In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recently publishedon the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specificlicensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided bytheir specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registrationfees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer'a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRCsuspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative. I
It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniforim andconsistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signaturebelow, I indicate my agreement with the AS petition regarding theNRC's GenerallyLicensed Devicerule. In addition, l
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150" announced onMay 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petitionto determine if it offers a

mor de e alter ative.

e and Position State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31,2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau ofRadiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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PETITION FOR RULE MAKING RECD JUL 01200
IV- Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

And
ii Comment on Draft Proposed Rule

"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Or greement States

TheNuclearRegulatoiyCommission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and32, effective February 16,2001, to add newrequirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by.
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
requestthat theNuclearRegulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 31, 32 d 150" announce on May 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a
more des' <)l

fivii'119 .State

Please forward the comlete fo o aterani;;ly 1!2^|ive Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUJALITY;STEVEN A. THOMPSON 
q RIExecutive Director OKLAHOMA DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY I

July 14,2005 -

Steve Collins
Illinois Emergency Management Agency.
1035 Outer Park Drive
Springfield, IL 62704...

Dear Mr. Collins: '. .

This letter iso affir Okla i so'rt for the OAS GL petition. As communicatedpreviously by email Okiahoma supports 'the petition'as is.

Sincerely,

Mike'Broderick.'.,
Environmental Programs Manager,
Radiation-Management Section

707 NORTH ROBINSON, P BOX 1677 OKLAHOMA (IIY OKLAHOMA 73101 1677
printed on recycled paper with soy Ink
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PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Orglniation of Alreement States

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for QL devices (containing certain radionucildes with activities above a specilfied
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition Is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests 'a change in the compatibility of 10 CPR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and Individuals that service these higher-activity devices,

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, Including a registration program for higher activity sources In OL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the OL rule Is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources,

J.The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It Is Incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern

,regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of CL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and SO0 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC Is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 1 0 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the 'development and implementation of uniform and
consistentregulations that promote publichealth and safety. The OAS requeststhat the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I Indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding theNRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed In the draft proposed rule" 10
CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150" announcedonMay31,2005, until the Comrnission has evaluated the OAS petitiontodetermineIfitoffersa
more desirable alternative.

ymeand Po -M-ate

Please forward the comnleted form no lateroan July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)

-PIETITION FOR RULE MAKING
Regarding 10 CFR 31,5 and 31.6

And
Comment on Draft Proposed Rule

1"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150i"
OvnbizaoffA eentSt

The NuclearB.egulatory Comission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and32,effectivcFcbruary 16,2001,to add new requirements far
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part ofthis
revision theNRC stablishedanewregitrationprogrm forGL devices (containingcertainradionuclldes with activities abovea specified
amoumt) in 10 CFR 315(c:X13) that was based on the earlier recomrendations of a joint NRC-Agreement Statc Working Group. In
addition, theNRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "l" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Oramnization ofAgreement States (OAS), on bebalfof its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
N1C to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
rcgultion of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that arc currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a changc in the compatibility of 10 CER 31,6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, ofcompanles and individuals that service these highcr-activity devices.

For mnny years, multiple Agreement States have required wore sn t regulaion of GLdevices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatry requireents, r ig from pecific licensig to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC i 2001 revised porons of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for

* manufactres, distributors and users of GL devices, including a regstration program for highber activity sources in &L devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not bave a GL device registration program, the GL rule wvas a step forward. However. for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backvard. The Commission' decisiontobroadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CPR 31.5 and 31.6 threatensto cancel long-standing state
regulatoy programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The..Agreement States have reguatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement Sttes to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership ofthe OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programe and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changcs in the petition are necessaxy to entance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agrecrient States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In.addition,.te NRC has requested Agreement Sat cornmentone draftproposedrule"10 CFRParts 30,31,32 and i50 recentlypublishod
on tle Teclmical Conference Forun In tbis draft rule, thcNRC is proposing to revisc 10 CFR 31.5 to addressihe tendency of spe6ific
licnsees to ransfertheirautliorizationtopossess and use sone devices under the l0 CPR 31.5 general license to the authority providedby
theirspecificlicensc. According to theNRCthesetransfers have been made to avoidthe cost of new gcnera license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a diffrnt vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5. the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend theirpreposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Comission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulcmakg to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implerentation of uniform and
consistent regulations thatpromote publichcalthandsafety. The OAS rcqucsts atthe Commission work closcly ith the stakleholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signaturbelow, 1 indicate my agrocnantwithtbe OAS petition regarding the NRCs GencraUy Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
requestthatthNuclarRegulroy Commission suspendthe proposedrevisionof 10 CFR31.5, as detailed ithe draftproposedrule 410

CFRParts 30,31,32 and 150" announced onMay 31.2005, untilthe Connnissionhas evaluatedthe OAS pettiion to detennine if itoffers a
more desirable alternative.

-Name ndPositid .:State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, Z005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
~.A And

S ggComment on Draft Proposed Rule
m"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"

Organization of Agreement States

The NuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFRParts 30,31 and 32, effectiveFebruary 16,2001, to add newrequirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a newregistration prograrn for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. Inaddition, the petitionrequests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allowAgreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States 'who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require'a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commissiondecisionto broadlyapplycompatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

Inaddition, theNRC has requested Agreement State commentona draftproposedrule"10 CFRParts 30,31,32and 150recentlypublished
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has "evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the' development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition,I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed inthe draft proposed rule "10
CFRParts 30, 31,32 and 150" announced on May 31,2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if itoffersa
more desirable alternative.

NarndPosition' State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31,2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.



Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
And

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150"

Orpnbndon of Agreement States

TheNuclcar Regulatory Commission (NRC) reviscd IO CFR Parts 30.31 and 32. ctTcctivc February 16.2001. to add new rcquiremenis ror

manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes wcrc called thc (il rulc. As part orthis
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for CL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a spcci lied
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was bascd on the carlicr recommendations of ajoint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for I 0 ClR 31.5 from -- ' to -B3 and for I t CF:R 31.6 fIom (C to 11.

The Organization of AgreementStates (OAS). on bchalrof its members and pursuant to 10 C(IR 2.802. has submitted a petition tothe
NRC to amcnd I n CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation or I n CFR 3 i.6. Thc purpose of this petition is to strengthcn the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition. the petition rcquests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement. using reciprocity. orcompanics and individuals that servicc these higher-activity devices.

For many years. multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation orfl. devices than the NRC. As curly as 1963. states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements. ranging from specific licensing to registration ofall (il. devices. to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above. the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 ClR 30. 31 and 32 to add new requirements fi)r
manufacturers, distributors and users o'(il devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in (L devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a CL device registration program. the (L rule was a step forward. I lowevcr. for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for 0L devices, the Col. rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B' to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, statc
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce thc frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assurc adequate radiation safcty under these liccnses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound conccm
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountabilily. Thc OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability ofGI, devices, while'providing
Agreement States thc'lnexibility of tracking the movement of (.11. device service providers.

In addition. the NRC has requested Agreement State cmrnment ona draft proposcd rule -I n CFR Parts 30.31.32 and IS0 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. in this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise I 0 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency orspecilic
licensees to transfer their authorization to'possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their spec lie license. According to the NRC. these transfecrs have becn made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5 the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition otlers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation ol-unil'orm and
consistentregulations lhat piornotpublichealth andsafety. Thc OAS requests that thcCommission work closcly with thestakeholdersand
Agreement States tolnchieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signaturebelow. I indicate myagrecmentwith the(oAS petition regardingthcNRC'ss(;nerally licensed l)cviecrule. Inaddition. I
rcquest that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5. as detailcd in the draft proposed rule 10
CFR Paris 30.31.32 and ISO1 announced on May 31.2005.'until theCommission has evaluated thcOAS petition to detcrmineifitolTers.a
more desirable alternative.

Name and Position State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins. Illinois l.mergenLy Management Agency. Bureau of
Radiation Sal'ey. 1035 Outer Park Drive. Springfield, Illinois 62704 or lax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
AndA S

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
"10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150"

Orgnilmion of Avcement Sates

ThcNuclcarRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of ajoint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "A" to "1"and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of Its members and pursuant to 10 CIR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to: amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a charnge in the coripatibilityof 10 CFR 31.6 to allow'Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

Formany years, multiple Agreement States have required mnore stringent regulationof G.devices than theNRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including's registration program for higher activity sources In GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a CL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for Gl0 devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. ZIhe Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, statc
regulatory programs and activities that havc helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. Thc membership ofthe OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changcs in the petition arc necessary to enhance security and accountability of OL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of CL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requesTedAgreementState onmucnton a draftpoposed rule "10 CFR Parts30, 31,32 and 150recently publishcd
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC Is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices underthe 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 3l.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR3I.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition forrulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State pannership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Comnission worke closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that theNuclearRegulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 3 1.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule I10
CFRParts30,3 1, 32 and 150" announcedon May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determineifitoffers a
more desirable alternative.

Qume and Position f~eoI ork- -- State

Plcase forward the co pleted form no lter. than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Managomcnt Agency, DUre*6u of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6

Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
Q g"= "10 CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150"

Organizaticn of Agreement Stater

ThcNuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)reviscd 10 CFRParts 30,31 and,32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices, The combined changes were called the GL rulc. As part of this
revision, the NRC established a new registration program for G;L device-s (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 3 1 .5(c)(1 3) that was based on the carlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agrccmcnt State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to "B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its membcrs and prsunant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC tn amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revisc the compatibilitydesignation of 10 CFR 31.6. Thepurpose ofthis petitlon is to strongthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general Ucense in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agrcement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these highcr-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
arcas in their states. As indicated above. the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new reguirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in L3L devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the OL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. Thc Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce thc frequency of1lost sources..

The Agreement States have rcgulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licenkecs nationwide. I it is. icumbent upon the
Agreement States to amsure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membezship of the OAS lias expressed profound concern
regarding reguilations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs md accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that thl requested changes in the petition arc neces.sary to enhance security and accountability of CTL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device servicc providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State comment on a draft proposed rule "1 0 CFR PartA 30,31,32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some dcvices under the 10 CFR3 1.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers havc bccn made to avoid the cost of new general licease device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS potition offer a diffcrent vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 3 1.5, the .OAS requests that the NRC.
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the dcsirc of the OAS to prornote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistentregulations thatpromotc publichcalth andsafety. TheOAS requests tbat the Commission workelosclywith the stalcebolders and
Agretncnt States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with thc OAS petition regarding theNRC's Cenerally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
rcquest that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspeid the proposed revision of 10 CFR31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30,31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine ifit offers a
more desirable alternative.

6ane and Position State

Please forward the completed form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Eimergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outcr Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax iumber 217-782-1328.
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6
A And

S (Comment on Draft Proposed Rule
\"10 CFR Parts 30, 31,32 and 150"

Organkation of Agreement Sates

The NuclearRegulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR Parts 30,31 and 32, effective February 16,2001, to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of generally licensed (GL) devices. The combined changes were called the GL rule. As part ofthis
revision, theNRC established a new registration program for GL devices (containing certain radionuclides with activities above a specified
amount) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agreement State Working Group. In
addition, the NRC changed the compatibility'category for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D" to "B" and for 10 CFR 31.6 from "C" to 'B".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its members and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and revise the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purpose of this petition Is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that are currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. In addition, the petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agreement
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

Formany years, multiple Agreement States have required more stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to establish additional regulatory requirements, ranging from specific licensing'to registration of all GL devices, to address problem
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturcrs, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL devices. For the
NRC and Agreement States who did not have a GL device registration program, the GL rule was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the GL rule is a major step
backward. The Commission decision to broadly apply compatibility "B" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activities that have helped to improve device accountability and reduce the frequency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have regulatory authority over nearly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwide. It is incumbent upon the
Agreement States to assure adequate radiation safety under these licenses. The membership of the OAS has expressed profound concern
regarding regulations or rulemakings that would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested changes in the petition are necessary to enhance security and accountability bf GL devices, while providing
Agreement States the flexibility of tracking the movement of GL device service providers.

In addition, the NRC has requested Agreement State commenton a draftproposed rule "10 CFR Parts 30,31,32 and 150 recently published
on the Technical Conference Forum. In this draft rule, the NRC is proposing to revise 10 CFR 31.5 toaddress the tendency of specific
licensees to transfer their authorization to possess and use some devices under the 10 CFR 31.5 general license to the authority provided by
their specific license. According to the NRC, these transfers have been made to avoid the cost of new general license device registration
fees. Since this rule and the OAS petition offer a different vision of changes needed to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that the NRC
suspend their proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition for rulemaking to determine if the
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desire of the OAS to promote an NRC/Agreement State partnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promote public health and safety. The OAS requests that the Commission work closely with the stakeholders and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my signature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding the NRC's Generally Licensed Device rule. In addition, I
request that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission suspend the proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5, as detailed in the draft proposed rule "10
CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to determine if it offers a
more desirable alternative.

l Narne and Fsiton . -State

Please forward the completed fomi no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springfield, Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.

/
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Organization of Agreement States, Inc. (OAS)
PElTITION FOR RULE MAKING

Regarding 10 C.FR 31.5 nnd 31.6
AndA S fComment on Draft Proposed Rule

-"10 CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150"
Orrgnudon of Agreement Sutes

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) revised 10 CFR ParLs 30,31 and 32, effectiveFebruary 16,2001, to add new requirements for
rmanufacturcts, distributorsandusers of genexally liccnsed (GL) devices. The combizcd changcs wcrecalledtheGLrule. As partoftbis
revision, the NRC estalblisbed anowrcgistrationprogram for OLdevices (containing certain radionuclides with activitics above a specified
anmouit) in 10 CFR 31.5(c)(13) that was based on the earlier recommendations of a joint NRC-Agrccmcnt State Working Group. In
addition, thc NRC changed the compatibility catagory for 10 CFR 31.5 from "D"Y to "B" and for 10 CrFR 31.6 from "C" to "13".

The Organization of Agreement States (OAS), on behalf of its mcmbers and pursuant to 10 CFR 2.802, has submitted a petition to the
NRC to amend 10 CFR 31.5 and rcvisc the compatibility designation of 10 CFR 31.6. The purposc of this petition is to strengthen the
regulation of radioactive materials by requiring a specific license for higher-activity devices that arc currently available under the
general license in 10 CFR 31.5. Jn addition, tho petition requests a change in the compatibility of 10 CFR 31.6 to allow Agrcernent
States the ability to track the movement, using reciprocity, of companies and individuals that service these higher-activity devices.

For many years, multiple Agreement States have required morc stringent regulation of GL devices than the NRC. As early as 1963, states
began to cstablish additional regulatory requiremrentg, ranging from specific licensing to registration of all GL devices, to address problerm
areas in their states. As indicated above, the NRC in 2001 revised portions of 10 CFR 30, 31 and 32 to add new requirements for
manufacturers, distributors and users of GL devices, including a registration program for higher activity sources in GL-devices. For thc
NRC and Agreement States Nwho did not havc a GL dcvJcc registration program, the GL nile was a step forward. However, for those
Agreement States who already have a registration program or require a specific license for GL devices, the OL rule is a major stcp
backward. The Commission dccision to broadly apply ebropatibility 'Wi3" to 10 CFR 31.5 and 31.6 threatens to cancel long-standing, state
regulatory programs and activijties that havc helped to improve device accountability and reduce thc fcquency of lost sources.

The Agreement States have rgueitory authority over ncarly 80% of the byproduct licensees nationwidc. It is incumbcnt upon the
Agreernent States to assure adeqquate radiation safcty under these licensc,s. Thl moentbership of the OAS has expressedprofound concern
rcgarding regulations or rulernakingsthat would discontinue longstanding programs and accept diminished accountability. The OAS
believes that the requested ch uages in the petition are ncccssary.to enhance security and accountability of GL devices, while providing
A reement States the flexibility of tracking tble movement of GL device service providers.

Jn addition, the NRC has requested Agreemenet State co wrentonadraftproposcdxule "10 CEtParts 30,31,32 and 150 rccentlypublisbed
on the Technical Conference Forum. In tUis draft rulc, the NRC is proposing to rcvisc 10 CFR 31.5 to address the tendency of specific
licensees to transfertheir aufihorizationtoposscss and usc some devices underthe 10 CFR31.5 generallicense to tbe authorityprovided by
their spccific liceuse. According to the NRC, thc..;o transfhrs have been Tnadc to avoid the cost of new general license devicc rcgistration
fees. Since this ride and thc OAS petition offer a diffcrcnt vision of changcs necded to 10 CFR 31.5, the OAS requests that tho NRC
auspcnd thcir proposed revision of 10 CFR 31.5 until the Comnission has evaluated rho OAS potition for rulnmaldug to determine if tho
petition offers a better alternative.

It is the desirc of the OAS to prornote an NRC/Agreement State paitnership for the development and implementation of uniform and
consistent regulations that promotepublic health and safcty. Thz OAS rcquests that the Cornrmission work closclywitl the stakeholdcers and
Agreement States to achieve a resolution to the problem of general license device regulation.

By my siguature below, I indicate my agreement with the OAS petition regarding thc NRC's Generally Liccnsed Device rule. Jn addition, 1
request that the Nuclear Regulatoxy Commnission suspend the proposcd revision of 10 CFR31.5, as detailed In the diaft proposcdrule "10
CFR Parts 30, 31, 32 and 150" announced on May 31, 2005, until the Commission has evaluated the OAS petition to dtenmine if it offcrs a
more desirable alternative,

'.tA v4c4f( c/,K ;# tq,/v ,_______
Name and Position State

Please fo'rward the c'ompleted form no later than July 31, 2005 to Steve Collins, Illinois Emergency Management Agency, Bureau of
Radiation Safety, 1035 Outer Park Drive, Springficld. Illinois 62704 or fax number 217-782-1328.


